Orlando Slantinel
Diocese Embroiled in Molestation Scandal
By Wendy Chisholm, OT reporter

The Catholic diocese in the Central Florida area, long seen as a bastion of decency
and forthrightness, is facing serious charges that repudiate such a reputation.
The scandal broke on September 28th, when charges of child molestation were
brought by the Orlando Police Department against Father Raymond Sismarino. He
was originally charged with one case of sexual abuse of a pre-teen boy, but, after the
story broke, several other victims have come forward to verify the depredations of
Sismarino.
The abuse apparently started over 10 years ago, as told by Reggie Macnamara, a 24
year old production manager who told police he was abused over a six month period
when he was 14. Macnamara was reluctant to come forward before now, but said he
felt he had to when he discovered other incidents of abuse.
Three other victims have talked to police, and additional charges are being brought
against Sismarino. The Catholic Church has suspended Sismarino from his duties but
have offered no other comment on the allegations. Details on these other victims
have not been released due to the age of the victims, but the OPD has vowed that
Sismarino will pay for his crimes. Any other victims are encouraged to contact either
the OPD or Crime-Line.

NIOT Protesters Traveling a Dark Road
By Charles Quaker, OT reporter
Where once, the Not in Our Town name was lauded and praised, that time has
passed on. The raison d’etre of the group, peaceful protest and standing up for the
little man, has turned dark and violent. Where peace once reigned, the NIOT protesters now embrace violence and extremist rhetoric.
“In the beginning,” said Mikey Callister, a local shop owner and former supporter,
“The Not In Our Town group stood for something I could believe in. Now? They’re
just bullies who espouse reprehensible values, intimidation and violence. I can no
longer support such an organization.”
Mr. Callister’s allegations are not unfounded. Police reports indicate that many
members of the Not In Our Town movement have been arrested for petty theft and
assault. In holding with this change in perspective, the group’s literature, once calling for a reduction in physical confrontations, now encourage such behavior.
The targets of their attacks have also changed, transforming from those they used to
target to those they used to protect. Additionally, their rhetoric has now targeted
minorities, homosexuals and women. It is unclear where this change in tenor in the
group has come from, as many former members will not speak about the issue. Many
in the law enforcement community believe coercion is a large reason for the silence.
“The dream is dead,” said Detective Harmony Croseth of the Orlando Police Department. “What began as an uplifting movement has been transformed into just another
hate group. We advise people to steer clear of those wearing NIOT gear, for any good
will they used to have has now evaporated.”
If anyone has information on the activities of NIOT, they are encouraged to contact
either the police or the Crime Line.
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UNSAVORY LINK FOUND BETWEEN CATHOLIC CHURCH AND NOT IN OUR TOWN
By Wendy Chisholm, OT reporter
As if the child molestation charges
were not enough for the Catholic
Church, links have been found between several members of the clergy in the Orlando diocese and the
extremist group Not In Our Town.
Two members of the Catholic
Church clergy, Father Francis
McCullough and Father Stephen
Linelli, have been spotted at several Not In Our Town protests, and
Father McCullough recently defended the organization.
“The work Not In Our Town does
in the Orlando area is special, and
should be encouraged. Their aim is
to protect businesses and locals
from those who would do them
harm. How could we not support
such a group?” said Father
McCullough.
SUCCESS AT CLEANUP
The average cost of rehabilitating a seal after the
Exxon Valdez oil spill in
Alaska was $80,000. At a
special ceremony, two of
the most expensively
saved animals were released back into the wild
amid cheers and applause
from onlookers. A minute
later, in full view, they
were both eaten by a killer whale.

upon the scene, the same cannot
be said today. Ironically, Father
McCullough’s statement was made
just yesterday. When asked about
the group’s current dark reputation, the priest deflected the question and simply restated his statement again.
The connection does not seem to
be a unanimous one. “The recent
activities of Not In Our Town certainly do not reflect the values and
beliefs of the Catholic Church. The
Diocese is looking into these allegations and will act accordingly,”
said one Catholic priest, who asked
to remain anonymous.
It is unclear if there is an alliance
between the Church and NIOT, but
the thought that they may be involved together is certainly a troubling one.

While such statements certainly
held true when NIOT first burst

INFECTED BLOOD REPORTS BASED ON COMPROMISED SAMPLES
By Larry Sumter, OT Reporter
Recent reports of infected or tainted blood in the Central Florida area have
been greatly exaggerated, according to the Florida Department of Health.
“While the reports of tainted blood had many people’s feathers ruffled,”
said Dr. Phillip Masgrove, a spokesperson for the Florida Department of
Health, “the truth is the blood supplies in Central Florida are perfectly fine.
Medical officers are working diligently to insure the blood being offered in
all of our facilities is free of any infection.”
The problem, medical experts say, came about because the samples used to
in those previous tests were compromised. The seals were discovered to
have been broken when the Department of Health began its investigation.
As such, the tainted blood could have been purposefully tainted or the samples compromised through an innocent act.
Investigations into what exactly happened are still ongoing. Procedures for
the handling of blood samples are also being reviewed in an effort to prevent similar problems in the future. “The fact that these reports were allowed to burgeon due to incorrect handling is worrisome,” said Dr.
Masgrove, “but we’re confident the issue will be resolved to everyone’s satisfaction.”
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The bottom line is there are no tainted blood issues in Central Florida.

DEPARTING EMPLOYEE, NOT IMPORTANT
ENOUGH FOR SEND
OFF

Making America and Orlando Great Again

MURDER VICTIM BODIES DISAPPEARANCE A
SCAM RATHER THAN A MYSTERY
by
Buff Spikey
The puzzling quandary of disappearing murder victims in the Orlando
Police Department had officials scratching their heads, but the quandary seems to have found a solution.
The report, originally published in the Orlando Tribune, expressed incredulity at the missing bodies and wondered at the source of the absent corpses. It has come to light that the misplaced cadavers were instrumental in a scam perpetrated by a third party body transportation
company.
A growing industry, corpse transportation has little regulation in Florida. The result of this lack of regimentation is there is no oversight. It is
this lack of oversight that led to issue with the missing bodies.

ATLANTA—Noting the distinct lack of fanfare surrounding his departure last
Friday, employees at Empire
Marketing Solutions concluded that sales associate
Brent Wheeler was not quite
important enough to warrant a formal send-off on his
last day of work. “A few
weeks ago there was a whole
big gathering for Paul with
cupcakes and everything,
but for Brent, there was just
this one-sentence mention
in our weekly update email
from our office manager that
was mostly about the break
room refrigerator policy,”
said coworker Dana Oppenheim, adding that a couple
people who happened to see
Wheeler heading for the
door at the end of the day
did take a moment to wish
him well. “So that’s it, I
guess. He’s gone now.” Oppenheim added, however,
that Wheeler’s unheralded
exit made sense given that in
five years at the company he
had never become important
enough for coworkers to
acknowledge his birthday

Skylar Body Transportation, or SBT, had a contract with the county
morgue to transport corpses in numerous situations, including from
crime scenes, nursing homes, and to and from funeral homes. While the
oversight from institutions such as nursing homes and funeral homes
was more rigid, the oversight from crime scenes was not as stringent.
SBT used this lack of supervision to pad their pockets. The company
artificially padded their numbers in order to increase charges to the
city. By reporting the body missing, or, in fact, the body actually going
“missing,” the company reported delivering two bodies when, in fact,
only one was actually delivered.
The Orlando Police Department is looking into SBT and charges are
being considered.
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WANT ADS
Free puppies—part German
shepherd, part stupid dog.
Hummels—largest selection
ever. If it's in stock, we have it!
Lost: small apricot poodle.
Reward. Neutered. Like one of
the family.
A superb and inexpensive restaurant. Fine food expertly
served by waitresses in appetizing forms.
Dinner Special: Turkey $2.35;
Chicken or Beef $2.25; Children $2.00.
For sale—an antique desk suitable for lady with thick legs
and large drawers.

WEAPON PURCHASES CONTINUE TO SKYROCKET
By Levi Wanderer, OT Reporter
Much ado has been made of
the hysteria surrounding recent reports of skyrocketing
weapon purchases. These reports are, as it turns out, unfounded.
While there has, indeed, been
an increase in weapon purchases, these purchases were
perfectly legal and above
board. The magnitude of the
caliber of weapons makes
sense when considering the
consumer - the U.S. Military.

The Central Florida area is
home to several military bases, and, in keeping with increasing security protocols, an
armory has been established
in the area.
“With the amount of U.S servicemen employed in the Central Florida area, terrorist attacks are a very real possibility,” said Air Force Brigadier
General Rupert Pynchon. “In
order to protect both our brave
servicemen and the civilian
population, an armory has
been established to that we

Great Dames for sale.

RIPPER KILLER STRIKES A SECOND TIME

Have several very old dresses
from grandmother in beautiful
condition.

By C. Ron Kite

Tired of cleaning yourself? Let
me do it.
Twenty dozen bottles of excellent Old Tawny Port, sold to
pay for charges, the owner
having lost sight of, and bottled
by us last year.
Dog for sale—eats anything
and is fond of children.
Vacation special—have your
home exterminated.
If you think you've seen everything in Paris, visit the Pere
Lachasis Cemetery. It boasts
such immortals as Moliere,
Jean de la Fontain, and Chopin.
Mt. Kilimanjaro, the breathtaking backdrop for the Serena
Lodge. Swim in the lovely pool
while you drink it all in.
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The local police’s worst nightmare has proven true - a copycat killer is loose in
Central Florida. But this copycat is taking his cue from one of the most notorious serial killers of all time - Jack the Ripper.
The second victim is Annie Merchant, a 45 year old secretary from Winter Garden. Merchant, listed at 5’4” with blue eyes and wavy brown hair, was found
along Scarlet Rd leading to Ward Park. The body was found in a remote area,
with the time of death projected to be about 4 days ago.
The body bore wounds almost exactly matching those of Annie Chapman, Jack
the Ripper’s confirmed second victim. Merchant’s throat was cut in a similar
fashion to Chapman’s, though the main difference between the two victims
were evidenced here. While Chapman’s throat bore jagged cut marks, Merchant’s incision was much more deft and practiced, indicating a practiced technique.
Additionally, the most notable Chapman wound, the removal of the womb, was
replicated on Merchant’s body. Besides the wounds, there are other similarities between Merchant and Chapman. Both women were 45, both had wavy
brown hair and blue eyes. Whether these similarities were purposeful or not is
unknown, but, considering the other analogous details, it cannot be discounted.
There was one detail that did NOT match the earlier killing. A handwritten
note was left at the scene, having been composed using an archaic pen and ink
set up. The contents of the note read "Better with age! Fond memory - Dr. T
(indiscernible squiggle)" Authorities are unsure as to what, exactly, this note
means, but every resource is being bent to unraveling this anomaly.
The Orlando Police Department has every available resource dedicated to this
case, and a spokesman has not ruled out contacting the FBI for assistance.
Anyone knowing anything about the case is urged to contact either the OPD or
the Crime Line.

PEDOPHILIA ARRESTS DOWN 75%
By Ben Dover, OT World News
In a stunning victory for vigilante justice, Police report 75% drop in
arrests in Orange and Seminole counties in the past year of Pedophiles.
Sargent Anderson of the Disney Police said to us today “They just ain’t
there. None of them. It’s like, they all been gobbled up by a spookier
monster then them! Keep it up! Make Murica Great Again!”

CDC ACTIVITY IN TAMPA
By Ben Dover, OT World News
The CDC has shut down the Port of Tampa and blocked off numerous
roads in and out of Tampa. They claim it’s just a regional practice run
for a potential Zombie Apocalypse or North Korea Nuclear attack..

CLASSIFIEDS

Free one can of pork and beans with purchase of three bedroom, two bath home.
American flag, 60 stars. Pole included, $100.
Amana washer, $100. Owned by clean bachelor who seldom washed.
Cute kitten for sale. Two cents or best offer.
Free puppies. Part German Shepherd, part dog.
Whirlpool built-in oven—frost-free.
Full-sized mattress. 20-year warranty. Like new. Slight urine smell.
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